PA 511/Emergency Planning & Response Guidance Meeting
November 29, 2011
Speakers:
 Jon Fleming, PennDOT - Incident Command/Travel Waivers
 Bob Pinto, PennDOT - PA 511 Site
 Derek Ruhl, PDA – Emergency Response

TRAVEL WAIVERS
When a travel waiver is requested during a weather emergency, the Pennsylvania Emergency Management Agency
(PEMA) and the PA State Police (PSP) will immediately ask - is a travel waiver truly necessary? The usual response by
state agencies to industry – just put more drivers on (which is often not possible). Company representatives must
provide descriptive rationale via email in order to substantiate having waiver requests approved. In addition, when a
travel waiver is requested, providing a timeframe for the waiver to be in place is also necessary. Please note that it takes
time to grant an emergency travel waiver. It must make its way through all of the proper channels and be finalized by
the Governor’s office before seeing a press release approval announcement.
How do you best “sell” the request? Companies must send an email containing specific details regarding your situation
for PFMA’s Annette Knapp at aknapp@pfma.net to pass on to Derek Ruhl at the Department of Agriculture. See page
three for waiver request form for help. Derek Ruhl is the Emergency Preparedness Liaison for the food industry as part of
Emergency Support Function (ESF) 11. Derek will pass along these requests to PennDOT for assessment. The chain of
command must be followed. Jon Fleming who is also in charge of disaster recovery at PennDot ultimately determines
whether any industries will receive a travel waiver during an emergency.
Jon advises companies not to ask for a “blanket waiver”. Trucks cannot be running 24/7. If a driver is sleepy, they could
kill someone. Big mistakes were made in the past in approving blanket waivers that won’t happen again.
There are no automatic waivers set up for winter weather conditions. For instance, you won’t be granted an automatic
three hour exemption. Take note that there is nothing automatic set up for even propane haulers and heating oil
companies in winter. The agency/ESF committee must review requests on a case by case basis.
Within the Pennsylvania Code, Title 37 governs control of the state in an emergency. PEMA coordinates everything. The
state police, local municipalities, motor carriers, law enforcement and contiguous states all play a roll. During an
emergency, routine conference calls are scheduled for attendance by all state agencies/ESFs in order to put the whole
picture together. For disaster purposes, the 60/70 rule was suspended during the last storm.
Even though commercial vehicles are not experiencing more accidents these days, the highway cleanup is very difficult.
It takes much longer to remove the large wreckage.
An incident management system emerged post-Valentine’s Day snow storm of 2007. The resulting overall plan is –
rather than queuing traffic, detour it. Assess contingency plans based on the phase you are in.
First phase – Impose a progressive system of restrictions. Identify travel corridors experiencing difficulty. Use the
message boards on the roads.
Second phase – Impose speed limit restrictions (45 mph) – that was used a lot last year.

Third phase – Restrict commercial vehicle travel for 2-4 hours. Remember these phases can be put on corridors and not
the whole state. You might be able to travel around the affected area.
Fourth phase – Close on-ramps to interstate traffic. Thru traffic can continue, but no new traffic can enter the system.
Fifth phase – Impose a total closure of the system. This is a very rare occurrence.

PA 511
http://www.511pa.com/
Pennsylvania is working with other states to create a national phone number for vehicle operators to call for emergency
road conditions. NY, NJ, MD and Ohio are negotiating for interactivity with our site. We’ll support call transfers to get
there.
The PA 511 site was created in 2009 along with the dynamic road sign messaging system. The 511 system is accessible by
any telephone. They are working to pull the Turnpike information into the 511 system.
The road condition reporting system database is the backbone of 511. National Weather Service alerts, watches and
warnings also available on the site. Average traffic speeds are provided using GPS technology.
Users can set up a profile and receive multiple roadway alerts. An alert system can be set up from exit to exit. It is
interactive voice response/blue tooth enabled.
There are 737 licensed roadways. All interstates, U.S. Routes and 3,000 miles of road, including the turnpike are covered.
Not covered are local and municipal roads. Call your county emergency management coordinator for details on those
roadways. Contact info: http://www.pema.state.pa.us/portal/server.pt/community/county_ema_9-11_coordinators/4629
There is a separate website for smart phones. http://www.511pa.mobi/ is optimized mobiles. PennDot is carrying out
additional work on mobile apps – launching in late spring 2012.
The system can handle 250 calls at once. So far there have been no complaints of not getting through. However,
PennDOT does not have a 24/7 call center. The Turnpike, however, is a 24/7 operation.
There is often a slight lag time between the placement of a 911 accident call and the update making it into the system.
The system is updated every 2 hours. It is a two hour time frame because snow plows take that long to make their loop.
Take note: you can’t have the web site speed layer and winter condition layer open at once on the screen.
Please consult the PennDot 511PA Pres 11-29-11 attachment for more details on PA511.

Emergency Planning & Response
Please consult Derek Ruhl’s PDA Presentation - 11-29-11 attachment for more details on the guidance that PFMA shares
with PDA/ESF 11.

Hours of Service Waiver Application
To: Department of Agriculture EPLO via PFMA Liaison
Contact: Annette Knapp at email (preferable) aknapp@pfma.net or PFMA fax: 717-760-5953.
Please be advised that our company, a carrier of _______________________________________ is experiencing severe difficulties
meeting demand for ___________________________________________ while simultaneously complying with the Hours of Service
Regulations contained in 49 CFR 395.
The following CHECKED conditions are causing difficulties with HOS regulation compliance:

(Check ONE or MORE that apply).
[ ] Recent storm patterns and road conditions prolong trip times and impede travel to and from supply and delivery points.
[ ] Above average demand for ____________________ is placing substantial pressure on our supplies and the driver hours necessary
to accommodate this demand.
[ ] Supply disruptions at the manufacturer or wholesale level are forcing us to travel to alternative points of supply for product.
Increased distances are increasing driver hours to maximum allowed levels.
[ ] The emergency has caused shortages of drivers and has had a cascading impact on HOS compliance.
[ ] We have engaged additional contract carriers, but are not able to secure a level sufficient to meet our supply logistics.
[ ] We have attempted and are unable to secure additional contract carriers to address our supply and delivery needs.
[ ] We have been unsuccessful obtaining temporary stock to meet our demand.
[ ] We’ve attempted & have been unsuccessful in obtaining temporary qualified drivers to meet our peak demand or shortage.
[ ] The current situation leaves us in a position where we have to cease deliveries upon reaching the HOS threshold, thereby exposing
our customers to disruptions in the supply of necessary product. An HOS waiver declaration is prudent to prevent interruptions in
the flow of critical _______________________during this period of peak supply and demand dislocations. The delivery of product
to approximately____________locations in the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania will be impacted.
The following contiguous states that we operate in have issued an HOS waiver for this event_________________________
_______________________________________Number of Days HOS Waiver was Issued For?____________________
We request that a granted waiver be in effect for ___________days starting on _____________ and ending on ___________.

(Historically, a 5-day HOS waiver has been granted for food delivery operations.)
Comments & specific notations for consideration_______________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________________________________
Signed: ________________________________________________________________ (Authorized Company Representative)
Print Name:_____________________________________________ Title:___________________________________________
Company:______________________________________________________________________________________________
Address:_______________________________________________________________________________________________
City:________________________________________________________ State:___________ Zip:_____________________
Phone:______________________________________________________________ Fax:_____________________________
Email:________________________________________________________________________________________________
[ ] Please contact me to discuss our specific situation because additional information is necessary.
[ ] Additional page of comments included.

